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House Resolution 595

By: Representative Davis of the 122nd 

A RESOLUTION

Commending the 2009 Divine Performing Arts and recognizing their 2009 World Tour1

coming to Augusta, Georgia; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, Divine Performing Arts is reviving the long-lost treasures of China with its3

series of performances spanning the globe; and4

WHEREAS, the shows conducted by Divine Performing Arts transport audiences to a land5

of beauty and enchantment, leaving them uplifted and inspired; and6

WHEREAS, the world-class troupe brings their awe inspiring show, The Chinese7

Spectacular, to Bell Auditorium in Augusta, Georgia, on March 13, 2009; and8

WHEREAS, The Chinese Spectacular is an exciting showcase of the beauty and rich9

traditions of ancient Chinese culture and provides an excellent opportunity to connect the10

cultures of East and West and to celebrate global diversity; and11

WHEREAS, this truly spectacular production is inspired by ancient Chinese culture, from12

Tang style drums and a traditional symphony to flying maidens and elaborate costumes;13

audiences are sure to be moved and delighted; and14

WHEREAS, the show stars dozens of extraordinary and talented dancers and musicians, and15

features custom designed digital backdrops and artistry that touches the heart and uplifts the16

soul; and17

WHEREAS, productions such as these are a beautiful celebration of the human spirit and18

bring enthusiasm and immeasurable contributions to the State of Georgia.19

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that20

the members of this body hereby recognize the outstanding work of the 2009 Divine21
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Performing Arts and commend them for their tremendous performance in the 2009 World22

Tour in Augusta, Georgia.23

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized24

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to the Divine Performing Arts.25


